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Quick-Start User Guide
Easy access to your graphic time planner
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1 Introduction
1.1 Regarding this guide
The user guide has been structured in such a way, that the relevant information may
be accessed at any given time by referring to the table of contents.

1.2 Our Philosophy
The idea
Many companies have the need to present their capacities/time slots clearly. At
present they are using index card systems, planning tables or other manual methods
to make their tasks visible. Often these aids are bulky or difficult to transport, and, as
a result, important information is missing at meetings. Furthermore, these systems
are difficult to transfer to fellow employees.
Certainly, there must be a need in your organisation to make capacities and
workloads more visible. In this way possible collisions could be uncovered earlier
and the necessary action could be taken in good time.

The solution
Our Windows®-Application Graphic Time Planner (GTP) offers the facility of creating
and utilising a time model with very little input. This enables a clear and quick
presentation of time problems.
We have paid attention to high functionality, easy handling and intuitive operation in
the choice of controls.
Through this software concept we are able to present to you a trend-setting
programme, which will offer you a lot of pleasure at the workplace.
We would like to thank you for your interest in our product and are pleased to
welcome you as our clients.

Our service
We offer individual customer support while you go about your daily work. Contact us
– we are happy to be of assistance to you.
Registered users receive free of charge updates for their specific version (within the
main version).
Individual customisation is possible at a surcharge.
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1.3 System Prerequisites
Minimum requirements:
PC with Windows® 9x/2000/ME/XP installed
Recommended Configuration:
Screen resolution 1024x768
Tone 16bit
Processor with 450MHz frequency

1.4 Installation
Place the GTP CD into the drive and start the Set-up Programme. You will be guided
through the necessary installation procedure. The application will be installed in the
following directory according to pre-adjustment:
C:\Programme\Graphischer Terminplaner GTP\

1.5 The first start
After installation GTP may be chosen from the start menu. It may also be started by
double-clicking a .gtp-file.
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2 Overview
The window is divided into the following sections:
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

the menu on the top margin
the tool bar underneath the menu
the following 4 areas (A) to (D):
(A) General overview of all entries.
All entries are shown in this overview. The insert shows the section that is
enlarged and presented in Area B.
(B) Area used for the graphic display of time slots.
In this presentation the data is shown with additional information. The red
stripe denotes the present day. White days are working days; blue days are
free days.
(C) Table
Here all data is presented in tabular format. Filter and sorting functions are
possible.
(D) Editor
The editor is displayed if at least one entry is chosen.
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3 Menu Item Settings: To edit workstations/tables/days
absent/public holidays
3.1 General Features
For all table editing dialogues there are 2 buttons:
„OK“
(Changes are accepted and the dialogue field is closed)
„Cancel“
(Changes are cancelled and the dialogue field is closed)

3.2 Initial setup of table
There are no limits to the names chosen by you for the configuration of GTP.
However, some of the names are used for differentiation and must therefore be
unambiguous. If you enter a name that already exists, the programme will extend the
name by adding a number (e.g. “new group” becomes new group 1”). In the following
areas names must be unambiguous (see also corresponding chapters 3.3,3.4,3.5):
●
●
●

Name of table column
Name of workstation group
Name of workstation

A new window with a standard table is opened by the menu item “File-new”.
This table may be changed using the following five menu items:
●
●
●
●
●

Format – Configure workstations
Format – Edit workstations
Format – Entry editing table
Format –Days absent editing table
Format –Edit public holidays
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3.3 Configure workstations

The workstations may be divided into different groups:
●
●

●

General view
(cannot be changed , displays all workstations and cannot be deleted)
Create new groups using the Button „new groups“
(enter the chosen group name and click on all workstations that should be
displayed in this group)
Delete groups using the button „delete groups“
(deletes groups that you do not want anymore)
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3.4 Edit workstations

Here workstations may be created, deleted or edited.
●

Create workstation using the button „new“
The name “new workstation” now appears in the left field “ workstations”. The
name, which must be clear, may be inserted in the right field “ complete
description of workstation”. Additional information may be given in the next
lines.
Only the first line is shown in Area B. The other lines are shown as a hint
when you hover over the field of workstations briefly.

●

●
●
●

●

Edit workstation in the field „workstation“ (just click on the name on the left and
add the information, change the name etc. in the field “complete description of
workstations” on the right.
Deleting workstations using the button “delete“ (click on workstation in the left
window and delete. The workstation will be deleted permanently.
„smallest time unit“ (This field applies to the whole table)
Day (this is a standard setup, which we would recommend.)
Minute (further setups with minute modus will be discussed towards the end of
the chapter.)
“Number of rows for this workstation“
(choose the number of rows you need per workstation)
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●

„Day of the week“
(in this field you can determine the day of the week by placing a checkmark
next to the appropriate day, the standard selection being Monday-Friday.)

●

„Transfer set-up to all workstations“ button
(You may transfer the chosen set-up for working time and working days to all
workstations.)

Time set-up selection accurate to the minute.

●

„Edit Thursday“ button (example used here as Thursday has been clicked on).
(click on chosen weekday and click button. Now you may enter start of work,
end of work and 3 breaks. Alternatively, this may be done by double-clicking
on the weekday.

●

„Transfer time to all days“ button (The times chosen for the chosen day get
transferred to all days for this workstation).
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3.5 Edit „entries“ table

In this screenshot the table columns are edited.
●
●

●
●
●

All names are listed in the window on the left under name and type.
„Edit column“ button
(the name in the window on the left may be changed, but must be clear; see
chapter 3.2. The window may also be opened on the column by doubleclicking on the column.)
Cursor control key up/down
(re-sorts the columns)
„New column“ button
(creates a new column)
„Delete column“ button
(deletes existing column)

The type of the column is important for the links:
●
●
●
●

The link for „start“, „end“ and „appointment“ must be of the type „date“.
The link for “duration” must be of the type “number”.
The link for “position” and “status” must be a “pull-down”.
The link for “display” may be of any type

A link may be set up in different ways:
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●
●

●

the right mouse button over a box in the graph opens a pull-down menu with all
possible columns (unauthorised types are hidden)
drag’n’drop in the graph (top right, dark grey displayed fields): just drag the
connection/shortcut from any box to another box. The link will then be
exchanged between the boxes.
Note: if a link does not suit the box (e.g. description field for date), it will
be deleted and must be set up again).
Drag’n’drop from the list onto graph: unsuitable types are also blocked here,
e.g. one cannot draw a text field onto a “date” field.

The programme allows only complete data for the link. If essential fields are not
completed, they will be marked in red. Furthermore, a corresponding message will
appear when you click on “OK”. In this case, set a link for all red fields per
drag’n’drop.

3.6 Edit „Days absent“ table

●

Left field „Reason“
(here reasons for days absent may be given. Possible reasons such as
sickness and leave are already pre-set. By simply clicking on the field, new
reasons may be added or already existing ones amended.)

●

Right field „Reason“
(here you can test the reason. At the same time, this is a pre-setting for new
entries.)

●

„Counting working days“
(activated checkmark enters the days absent according to working days into
area B. A deactivated checkmark creates an entry according to calender
days.)

For further information regarding work with days absent see chapter 4.7.
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3.7 Edit public holidays
This window specifies what public holidays should automatically be considered.
●
●

●
●

●
●
●

●
●

Public holidays in the left window with a checkmark are considered to be workfree days and do not appear in the holiday list.
„new public holiday“ button
(adds a new public holiday which is not listed yet, for example an internal
company holiday.
„ Delete holiday“ button
(deletes a clicked on public holiday in the left window)
„activate all“ button
(activates all public holidays that are shown in the left window and are entered
on all workstations)
„switch off all“ button
(switches off all public holidays)
„name“ field
(here the name of a newly created holiday may be entered)
„Special day“
(When this function is updated, you can determine how many free days will
still be added.)
„Date“
(here the exact date of the new holiday is determined.)
„ Add German public holidays“button
(adds all German public holidays, which then only need to be activated. This
function must be completed first of all, as no holidays will have been added
before the first start.)
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4 Working with GTP
4.1 Creating new entries
You have 3 possibilities to create a new entry:
1) Point the mouse to the desired start date and workstation in area B. Click on
the left mouse button, draw the mouse to the end date and let go of the mouse
button (in doing so, a frame in the required size is created)
2) Use the right mouse button to open a pop-up window in the table (area C):
choose „add entry“
3) Use the right mouse button to open a pop-up window on a marked application
in the table (area C): choose “copy this entry”. All data except the start date
will be taken over by the copied entry.
The new entry will automatically be chosen.

4.2 Choosing an entry
●
●
●

Choose an entry
(an entry is chosen by clicking on area B or C with the left mouse button.)
Multiple selection
(hold down STRG button and click on the chosen entry with left mouse button)
Other choices
(In area B an area may be drawn out with pressed down shift button. A
rectangle appears and all entries are chosen from this area.

4.3 Editing entries
●
●

●

●

Editing entries
(at least one must be chosen, then a window appears in area D)
Editing multiple entries
(different fields appear, white ones with same content and blues ones with
variable content).
Window in area D
(The date of entry changes automatically with any editing. The presentation is
updated automatically in areas A, B and C.)
Changes in area D
(depending on the type of entry, a number, date, an entry from a pull-down
menu or any text may be entered. For this the structure of the table must be
edited (see chapter 3)
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4.4 Deleting entries
●
●
●

Deleting an entry in areas B or C
(click on the chosen entry with the right mouse button and a pop-up window
will open. Choose the “delete chosen entries” button.)
Deleting a marked entry
(marked entries may also be deleted with the „ENTF“ key. Please note: all
chosen entries will be deleted!)

4.5 Sorting entries
●

●

Sorting entries in area C
(click on the heading of the columns and a pop-up window will open. Click on
the button “no” to sort the columns.)
New sorting
(Once the entry has been sorted, you only need to click on the column.)

4.6 Filtering entries
GTP allows the table entries to be filtered in various manners. Filtered entries appear
half see-through in the graphic area (area A) and are masked out completely in the
table.
●
●

●

●

Filtering entries over the toolbar
● Extras – filter
Filtering entires over area C
● Set up next to the column heading over the minus sign
● Filtered columns are marked with a plus sign
Filtered entries cannot be selected or edited until the filtering has been
cancelled.
Several filters may be used simultaneously.
Determining the transparency of the entries
● View - transparency of filtered tasks
(you may choose between 50% and 100%)

One has various possibilities in the filter function (number, date, text, selection field)
depending on the column type.
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4.7 Working with days absent
●

●
●
●

Entering of days absent
(these are entered in area C. Input and editing is performed simultaneously to
the balance of editing of entries.)
Entry
(only the start date and number of days absent are required.)
Checkmark for working days
(leave days, sick days etc. are counted only according to set working days.)
No checkmark for working days
(leave days, sick days etc. are also counted on free days such as weekends,
public holidays and so forth.)

One field is available for comments.
Leave days have to be set up for each workstation separately.

4.8 Resolve overlaps
Should tasks coincide, GTP automatically switches over into an overlap mode (see
graphic display).
The coinciding tasks are marked red in the schedule as well as in the table.
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Overlaps may be resolved by:
●
●

Moving a task
Automatic solution
(Search for the coinciding task with the left mouse button and click on it with
the right mouse button. A pop-up window will open. Choose the button
„ Resolve overlaps“.
The coinciding task automatically adjusts to the end of the previous task.
Please note: Follow-on assignments will be backed up if it is necessary to
avoid an overlap.)

5 Print

5.1 Print schedule
The schedule from area B may be printed under „ File-Print“.

To print the schedule optimally, you have a choice between the following points:
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●
●
●
●

●
●

Print overview
(choose the area to be printed so that all entries are printed)
print the active area
(chooses the area to be printed that is currently visible in area B)
Free entry
(enables printing of any start and end dates.)
Leaving the punch border blank
(enables the printing of the schedule with a white border at the top so that no
data is lost when filed.
Today highlighted as a red bar
(prints the red bar that denotes the present day)
Print footer
(Individual input options for a footer. The footer last entered is faded in the
next time.)

The area to be printed can be divided over several pages.
The quick print preview shows approximately how the schedule will be distributed
over the page.

5.2 Print table

The tables entries and days absent from area C may be printed with this dialogue.
Here you also have different options:
●

●

columns to be printed
(you can choose which columns should be printed by marking them with a
checkmark.)
all entries
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●
●

●

(all entries are printed)
filtered entries
(only filtered entries are printed)
marked entries
(only marked entries are printed)
Leave punch border blank
((enables the printing of the schedule with a white border at the top so that no
data is lost when filed).
Print footer
(individual input options for a footer. The footer last entered is faded in the
next time.)

5.3 Printing preview
After the information to be printed has been chosen, a print preview appears. Check
that the area to be printed is satisfactory.

5.4 Setting up the printer
Here you can change the printer set-up or choose another printer.
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6 Excel-Export/-Import and saving as graphics

6.1 Excel Export
●

File-Export Excel
(An Excel table with entries and days absent is set up. Days absent are saved
in the first and second worksheet and file information in the third worksheet.
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6.2 Excel Import
We recommend a trick for Excel Import:
●
●
●
●

●

Open an empty file and set up your graphic schedule as desired (see chapter
3)
Then export an empty table (see chapter 6.1). Thus an Excel file is created, in
which you can enter and copy into all your data.
Before you import your data, firstly open the previously created empty table.
Then import the data.
Importing data
(Over „File – import excel“ you reach the choice window. Choose the excel file
that should be imported and click on open.)
The advantage with this is that the import of the file takes place according to
your previously set GTP settings and is presented graphically.
Confirm whether you want to delete existing GTP entries or whether you
would like to add all entries that exist on your excel sheet.

Your excel file is then pasted in GTP.
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6.3 Save graphics
Save the general overview (area B) as a picture file. The file will be saved as jpg.

To do so, go to „File – save graphics and save as usual.

In the next field you can choose which section of the graphics you would like to save:
●
●
●

Draw overview (shows the general overview)
Draw graph of selected section
(saves the currently visible area of the graph)
Free entry input
(saves the time input area that you have selected

Utilise these pictures as you wish. Archiving is possible as a picture file, a newsletter
in an in-house intranet page or for loading onto a PDA.
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7 Further functions
7.1 Colour settings
Colours for the tasks for area B may be set up here. The colour set-up may be
changed using the colour change dialogue.

●

Changing the colour
(click on the desired colour field in the menu bar with the left mouse button.
Various predefined colours are available. In addition to this you have the
possibility to mix colours individually, e.g. company colours.

●

Choosing colours
Choose the desired colour for the chosen status/reason for absence from the
top-down menu.

7.2 Changing table size
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Up-down button in the tool bar
(here the size in area B may be increased or decreased horizontally)
● Left-right button in the tool bar.
((here the size in area B may be increased or decreased vertically)
● Percentage indication in the tool bar
(the presentation may be scaled in the scope of 25% to 200%)
● Percentage indication on the right of the tool bar (only for transparency for
filtered tasks) in the scope of 50% to 100%)
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7.3 Showing capacity
The capacity of the GTP-files may be indicated as follows:
●

Extras-analysis-capacity
(In this screenshot the capacity over the full period is shown. The capacity is
shown as the number of entries per day. In the example no more than 4
workstations are occupied simultaneously.)
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7.4 Statistical functions

Totals and averages for the column-type „number“ may be calculated with the
statistic function.
●
●
●

all entries
(here all entries are listed)
filtered entries
(here you limit yourself to filtered entries)
marked entries
(here you can see all marked entries)

The total and average for each chosen column is now calculated.
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7.5 Multiple row workstation
Here multiple rows may be reserved for one position.
● Format - edit workstation“ (here the number of rows may be determined)

●

Making workstations more visible
(Utilise the guide under „View-rows between workstations/lines between
multiple row workstation“)
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A. Closing note
We wish you success with our product. Tips and suggestions are most welcome.
Please do not hesitate to contact us, should you have any further questions.

A.1 Contact
Dahl-Software
Martin Dahl, Sabine Barbi und Helmut Dahl GbR
Am Teckenberg 41
40883 Ratingen
Germany
Tel: +492102 – 96 07 64
Internet Adresses:
Suggestions and enquiries:
Orders:
Technical support:

info@dahl-software.de
bestellung@dahl-software.de
support@dahl-software.de

Web site:

http://www.dahl-software.de
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